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Reprodueinr Kernels and Bourling's Theorem
"*^

Harold S» Shapiro

Introduction *

P
Let us denote by v p complex squaro-sunmable sequences

-j a '(^ , n = 0, 1, 2« ..., made into a Hllbert space in the usual

way, and by A the "shift operator" on 'u : A maps (a , a ,•••)

onto (0, a , a , *.•)• Beurling [3] posed and solved the problem

of identifying all closed subspaces of -v p invariant vith respect
00

to A. Passlnr: to the "Fourier transform" f(x) => a z the
n^ ^

problem becomes one of pure function theory: Identify all closed

subspaces S of KT T^lth the property : f e S implies z f e S.

The solution is then given in terms of a product representation

(see belovr)*

For purposes of our generalization we prefer to state the

condition of invariance : f e S implies ^ f e S, for every bounded

analytic ^« Since polynomials span the bounded analytic functions

2
in H norm, this formulation is equiv?.lent» P» Lax [8] similarly

investigated closed invariant subspaces relative to the semigroup

' ^ 2 /

^ A^ T of right translations in the Hilbert space L (0, 00 )

where A^'f(t) is the function equal to for t < '^ and to f(t- '^)

for t > "( ' > 0). Passing to the Fourier transform

00
\

\

J.

F(z) = ) f{t)e ^ dt (Im z > 0) the problem similarly reduces

to identifying closed subspaces of the "Paley-^''iener space" of

the upper half-pi ^me vhich are mapped into themselves upon

multiplication by bounded analytic functions.
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In this paper we obtain a product representation for the

closed invariant (in the above sense) subspaces of a class of

Hilbert spaces of analytic functions which includes both Ii and

the Paley^'lener space of the half-plane. The class of Kilbert

spaces in question (vhich we define axiomatically ) is not very

2
general: intuitively it is a weighted H space in some simply

connected domain; but the more obvious generalizations of the

Beurling factorization are simply not true in any greater general-

ity, as simple examples show. The most interesting special cases

of our theorem could be deduced by conformsl mapping fron the unit

circle case, but ^-e prefer to give ^ direct proof based on a

systematic exploitation of the notion of reproducing kernel (r.k.).

That the Beurling factorization stands in close relationship with

the notion of r.k. is suggested by features in Lax's proof, which

operates however with Fourier analysis and does not use properties

2 -

of the r.k.

In § 3 we show how, analogously to the discussion in Bergman

[2], chapter VII, and Garabedian [bj, important extremal properties

of bounded analytic functions, generalized Blaschke products, etc.

can be b?9sed on the r.k. and its properties by use of the theorem

of I 2. Thus the existence of a Hilbert space of analytic fvmc-

tlons which satisfies certain axioms can be made to yield proper-

ties of bounded analytic functions which are usually deduced from

the existence of Green's function, or the Rlemann flapping theorem.

These approaches are closely allied, but we believe our approcich
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to have some methodological and computational interest, insofar

as in certain domains (e.g. circle, half-plane, strip) Hilbert

spaces satisfying our axioms and the corresponding r.k. are easily

constructed directly.

In I 1 we give definitions and preliminary remarks. In | 2

we state and prove our main theorem. § 3 contains applications

to bounded ftinctions. § Ii- contains some concluding remarks

concerning a possible extension.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper -i ^denotes a simply connected domain

(possibly vinbounded) in the complex z-plane, vihose boundary
|

has the property that every bounded sub-prc of it is rectifiable

(the rectifiability restriction is one of convenience rather than

necessity, and is mainly so that we can draw upon existing theory

concerning boundary behaviour of bounded analytic functions; the

simply-connected postulate is essential to the truth of our

theorem (see S l^.) and although we never explicitly use this postu-

late, it is really implicit in axiom A 6 belo'')« ^'© consistently

use the letters z, ^, X to denote points of- L and t to denote

points of
I ; the notion "almost everywhere on |

" is well

defined since we can measure length along | •

^''e denote by H a Hilbert space whose elements are functions

f(z) analytic inil. • The inner product of f and g is written as

< f, g > , Ve assume moreover the following axioms :
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Al. For every X e J\ the linear functional

L,f =» f(X) Is bounded.

A2. To every f e H there is associated s "boundar;v'- function",

which T.re denote by f(t), defined a.e* on |

'

; and f(z) tends to

f(t) as z —> t non-t^ngentially, for almost all t e j •

A3* The norm of f is uniquely determined by the values of If(t)I

a*e*

Alj.. (Maximum principle) If |f(t)| < M a.e., then |f(z)| < M,

z e -^ 1 • i

A5» Let B = B( i i. ) denote the class of functions ^(z) analytic

and bounded in J i ; then for every e B the transformation

f -> f msps H into Itself.

A6. For every f, , f^t g^* So ^ ^ which satisfy for every e B

the two relations

(i) < f^, g^ > = < f^, g2 >

(il) < f-L*
g;i_

> = < ^2* ^2
"^

we have

(iii) f^(t) i^Ttl = f2(t) i^tT a.e. on P

Remarks on the axioms *

From Al we infer that H possesses a uniquely determined

reproducing kernel (r.k.) vhich we write K^(z) or occasionally

K(z, ^)» ^-'e assume known to the reader the following properties

of reproducing kernels (vihose proofs are immediate; the properties
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in question have nothing to do with analytic functions and are

valid in any Hilbert space H of functions on a space -i X for which

Al. holds; see [1] )

:

(1) K^(z) e H, for every ? e -O-

(2) < f, K^ > = f (^) , for every f e H, ^ e A
(3) K^(z) = K^

(5) For every f e H we have the inequality

|f(^)|^ < K^(^) llfll^

As for A2 it could be weakened into a context where | is no

longer assumed locally rectifiable and "almost every^-here" is

defined in a modified way e«g« in terms of sets of linear measure

zero. The re'^der vill see from the proof to follow that the

existence of non-tangential limits is used only in a very weak

way*

Prom A3 it follows that multiplication by a ^ e B for which

||Zi(t)| = 1 a»e» preserves norms, hence also ixoner products.

It also follows that f(z) is uniquely determined from the a.e.

values of f (t )

.

The axiom A^ is necessary for the very formulation of the

problem of "invariant subspaces" to be meaningful. A5 Implies,

since the transformation f —> ^ f has a closed graph, that it

is bounded. A6 is perhaps the only axiom which does not seem

altogether natural; it is clearly satisfied by IT and the Paley-

'•'iener space of the half-plane, because the real parts of bounded
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2
analytic functions, restricted to the boundary, are dense In L

norm in the space L {| }• It is here that we need in an essen-

tial way that ~- L is simply-connected (see § 1^ below) • ^''hen -^ -_

is a Jordan domain, the space 'S.A \) (the analog of IT In the

unit disk; see Privalov [9]) satisfies AS. when, and only when,

-i ^ satisfies the Smirnov condition ([9], p» l59 ff«)» And

indeed, Theorem 1 below is false in 'S.^il I ) when - - fails to

satisfy the Smirnov condition, since the norm closure of the

polynomials ( equivalent ly: of the bounded analytic functions)

are a proper closed Invariant subsp^ce of E^{^ I ), which does

not consist of all multiples of a single function.

Examples of Hilbert spnces satisfying!; our axioms are (1)

Ep( - ^ ), where -ii 1 is a Srairnov domain, and (ii) for any .:. —

(Smirnov or not), the norm closure (with respect to square integr-

ability on the boundary) of bounded analytic functions in > ^ .

^'e remark also that the present theory generalizes into the

following context: all functions considered (both those of H and

those of B(--^)) are restricted so as to be invariant idth respect

to a given group G of conformal self-mappings of - L • Then

Theorem 1 below continues to hold, r-here •• (z) is also invariant

with respect to G. ''e shall not pursue further, however, this

line of generalization.

2. The Main Theorem

Theorem 1. Let H be a Hilbert space of analytic fimc t i on s__aj^
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described In S 1, satisfying axioms Al ««- A6» Let 3 denote a

closed subspace of H vlth the property that gf f e H whenever

e B, f e H. Then S a H<.j . vhere ^(g) e B and |.^' (t) |
=» 1

a«e» on I » '-^(z) is uniquely determined Qp?rt from a constant

factor of modulus 1*

Since multiplication by C .' is an isometry of H, it is clear

that, conversely, H l;-' is always a closed subspace of H 'hich is

mapped into itself upon multiplication by every e 3 (here vie

use u.' to denote any function of B vjith | >J (t)| = 1 a«e«)«

Proof of theorem .

1) Let ky (z) denote the reproducing kernel of S. ''e prove

first that for every X, ^ e i I

(1) k^(^) K^(t) K^ (t) = K^(^) k^(t) k^rry

for almost all t e f" •

Indeed, applying A 6 vith

f^(2) = k^(^) K^(z) ,
g^(z) = K^(z)

f^Cz) = K^(^) k^(z) , g2(z) = k^(z>

we will have proved (1) if 'je verify the tvo relations

(2) k^it^) < K^, K^ > = \{K) < k^ ,
k^ >

(3) \iK) < K^, K^ > = V^iK.) < k^ , k^ >

for every e B, Using the facts that k^ e S, k^ e S, and

the reproducing properties of the kernels k and K, these relations

are equivalent to
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i

(2«) k^(?) |Z)(\) K^(X) = K^(^) 0(X) k^(X)

and these are identities, in the case of (2' ) because of the

skew -syirmetry of reproducing kernels.

Let us nop set

k (z)

(i^) ^ (z) = -^^-_
' K^(z)

so that (1) may be written

I" .

(5) ^j^ iK) = *5^(t) \lf^{t) , almost all t e |

'

In particulgr, setting \ = ^ in (5) gives

.2 K^^^
(6) U, (t)r = ^^.(X) = -^

, almost all t e
^ ^ K^(X)

^'e deduce re-'dily from (1«5) with f(z) = kp^(z) that

(7) k« (X) < K, (X) and so in particular

(8) l\(t)| < 1 , almost all t e
\'~

•

Let E denote an enumerable dense subset of - •- • Then (8) remains

true except for t in some fixed set of measure zero, for all

X e E. Thus, given any fixed X e ' ^ , for all t in a set whose

complement has measure zero the relations l^^(t)| < 1 as well as

(9) U^(t)| < 1 , ^ e E

(10) "^x^Z) = >''^(t) iv (t) , ^ e E are valid. Choosing such

a t-value we then see from (10),

(11) l*.(^)l < 1 , ^ e E .
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Since \|f,(z) Is meromorphlc in -^ L and bounded on a dense set,

it follows th^t it is analytic and bounded in ' L • 3y an

extended form of the maximum principle for bounded functions,

the upper bound given by (6) is ^-^Iso valid, ''e have thus proved;

\(z) ^, ^
the function is (for every X e „ '- ) analytic in - —

^ 1
k (X) 2

and bounded by [ ] • ^

2) Next, let us restrict both X and ^ to the set E. Then,

outside a fixed t-set of measure zero, ?11 functions \];,(z) have

non-tangential limits '^t t, and

(12) >\f^(K) = ^\it) \]i^{t) , X e E , ^ e E .

Hence vjb c^n choose q. point t-. e | , p sequence -; z V ,

z e J - , 11m z =» t^ such that
n * n

(13) 11m ^if (z ) = ^I'j, (tQ) exists and is finite, X e E
n~">co

(Ik) t.U) = 11m ^.iz) ^y U) , X e E, ? e E
^

n->aD ^ ^ ^ ^

the point t^ and the sequence j z v vill remain fixed in the

remainder of the discussion. Let now

K (^)

(ic;) u.' iz) = ^ (z) =
"^

"^n K (z)
^n
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Then ve hnve

(16) I
u;^(z)l < 1

and, from (13) -•'nd (lU), by the skew-symmetry of )|f^(z) we have

(17) lim '^'J'^^) = ^x^^o^ ' ^ ^ ^
n—>oo

(18) lim oj^(\) '^^U) = ^^\(K) , X e E, ^ e E
n-->oo

Thus the sequence of functions tJ (z) is uniformly bounded by

1 and converges polntwi.je on a dense set. Hence it converges

uniformly on compact subsets of ^- '~ to a function ^J {z) s^tisfyli^g

(19) \(^) = '-^ C^) ^^ (?)

initially only for \ and ^ in E, and hence for all X and ^ in - -
,

by continuity. From (19) we get, setting X = ^ :

(20) r]f^(X) = 1^-' (X)I^ , and also

(21) 1*^(^)1^ = 1^-- (X)|2
I ^^'(^)l^

holding X fixed and letting ^ tend non-t.«in,qentially to the

boundary point t, we see from (6), (20), (21) thrt I--' (^) |
-> 1

for almost all t. Thus, •
•

(22) I

(-' (t)
I

= 1 a.e.

3) ^'e can now easily complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let S^

denote the closed subspace H <-
' of H, and note from (19) that

(23) k^ (z) = K^(z) .o (^)i.^ (z)

as a function of z, is in S^. Moreover, for every g « f in S^
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we have

< g, k^> = <^>{z) f(z), K^(z) i^J (ii) t^;(z) >^

= ^- (K) < -' f, - K^ > = (^) < f, K^ >

= g(^)« Hence k^(z) is a reproducing kernel for S,, vhence

by the uniqueness of the r.k. S. = S. Finally, the uniqueness

of u.' (z) is irnmedlnte from (20), which shovs th<it 1
i-J (z)| Is

uniquely determined for all z e j. '_ • Theorem 1 Is completely

proved.

Corollary : ^Mder the conditions of Theorem 1, S is precisely

the closure of the linear manifold spanned by the functions

g^(z) = [ •.. (z) - —

i

] K,(z) , for X e H .

i
This follovs from (23) and the fact that the r.k. of S

Is I<^(z) - \iz).

3« Applications to bounded functions*

3«1 In Tjhat follovs we impose tvo adiiltlonal restrictions on

the Hllbert space H :

A5 • For every e B, the map f —> 0f is a boimded linear

transformation with norm < sup |j9(z)l

A7« Ko z e - - is a common zero of all f e H.

Remark

.

It Is easily deduced that the norm of the transformation

f -> jaf is > sup 1p(z)|, hence it is precisely sup |0(z)|.
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Indeed, denoting this norm by M, we have, since 0(z) Ky{z) has
1 ^

norm < MK^(^)5 , by (1.5)

3 •2 Let us consider the folloving two extremal problems in

B( _l ^ ), '-'hereby we use \\ || to denote sup | 0iz)\ :

Problem A. jZJ e B( i^ ) , 0(a) = ,

11011 < 1 • Maximize | 0{K)\ • (Here a, i^, are fixed points
00 "~

of JI ) •

Problem B. e B(-1 ), 0(a) = 0, || 0|| < 1. Maximize 10* (a) |.

The solutions of these problems '=re of course well Icnown

(see for example Bergman [2], chapter VII, Garr^bedian [l|-])« The

extremal is in each case (recall that x:e are still riscum:\ng -> i-

simply connected) the Rieriann mapping function of -onto |w! < 1

taking a into w = 0. Moreover the solution to problem B is the

same without the assumption 0(a) = rince the extremal function

in the wider class must in fact vanish at a. Here however we do

not presuppose this Information, as we -'ish to discuss problems

A and B from the standpoint of Theorem 1.

Denote by 5 = 3(a) the closed subsp-^ce of H consi.'^ting of

all f e H which vanish at a. This is an invariant subspace

ajid so, by Theorem 1, and (2.23)

(1) k^(z) = K^(z) iJ iK) LW (z)
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where ky Is the r.k. of S, and K^ is the r.k. of H. Here

'-vj (z) e B(-'^ i- ) and has modulus one a.e. on
f • Moreover

v> (a) = because of A7» "e show that this function -'(z) = "-i(z)

is the unique extremal function for problems A and B ; (we use

the word "unique" to mean : unique apart from n const -nt factor

of modulus one). Consider first problem A, and let )^ be a

"competing function" of norm one. Then 0Ky belongs to S snd so

|0(^)
|2 K^(^)2 =

I
< 0{z) K^(z) , k^(z) > f

<
I
uJ (^)l^ kAK)^ , by A5« and Schvprtz» inequality.

This proves the assertion regarding problem A, the uniqueness

following by the condition for equality in Schwartz' inequality.

As for problem B, we have, for f e S :

f(^) = < f(z), k (z) > , hence

(2) f'(^) = < f(z), -^ k^ (z) >

and from (1) we have

(3) ~ k^(z) = K^(z) -^jHK) - (z)

+ [
^— K^iz) ] L- (^) .J(z)

Let us now substitute in (2) 0{z) K (z) in place of f(z), nnd
3.

a for ^, and apply the Schviartz inequality:
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|^«(a)I^ K (a)2 =
I Lj'(a)|^ |

< jZS{z) K (z) , c^y (z) K (z) > |^
Si a o.

2 2
< |cJ'(a) I

K (a) , and the essertlon follo-'s as before*

Now, k^(z) can be expressed in terms of K (z) by the formula

(here it is convenient to write lc(z, ^), K(z,^) for k^(z),

Ky(z) respectively) :

j

K(z,?) K(z,a)
j

! K(a,^) K(a,a)
|

(U) k(z,^) =

K(a,a)

(i^) is evident by the uniqueness of the r»k. since the ri^'^^ht

side belongs to S for each ^, qnd is a r.k. for S«

Comparing this with (1) gives

iK(z,^) K(z,a)
.

(5) -^ iK) u'(z)
!K(a,^) K(a,a) '

Kiz.K) K(a,a)

Setting z = ? gives

!K(^,^) K(^:,a)
,

2 iK(a,?) r(a,a): |,w ^. |2

K(^,^) K(a,M K(a,9)K(^,^)

Another useful formula gotten from (5) is

|K(z^,?) K(z^,a)
I

'-'(z,) K(zp,^) \k{s,K) K(a,a) !

(7) ^
. = 2

"^ ^^2^ K(z^,?) |K(Z2,?) K(z2,a)
|

lK(a,^) K(a,a) !

in which the right hand side is actunlly independent of ^«
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We 9lao obtain, clearing of fractions In (5) ?ind differentiating:

K(z,a)

i-i^i^^ K(a,a) z = ^ = a

(8) |o;.(a)|2

K(a,a)^

These results may be summarized as

Theorem 2« The common solution (unique apart from a constant

factor) of the extremal problems A and B Is '^ (z) = i-'-'^(2)
,

lAjhich is uniquely determined from the formulas (5), (6) once

arg vj (y,) is given at some point. The maximum in problem A is

the right side of (6), the maximum in problem 3 is the right

side^ of (8).

3.3 Let us nov consider a generalization of problem A:

Problem A « e B, W 0\\ ^ ± ^ » ^(a^) = ... ^(a^) = .

Maximize |0(^)|« Here a., ... a are distinct points of -^ i. •

Denote by S the closed (invariant) subsp^ce of H consisting

of all functions vanishing at a^, ••• a » Let k (z,^) denote.

the r.k. of S . Then as before,
n '

(1) k^(z,^) =. K(z,?) ^OJK) ^-^n^^^

Here ' -^ (z) e B, vanishes at z = a_ , ... a and has modulus
n X n

one a.e. on
I

• Just as in § 3*2 T^e see that '-^J ^ Is the

unique extremal function for problem A» . Since, on the other

hand, it is readily deduced that ^(z) = ''-' (2) (z)

n
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Is an extremal (where ^\{z) is an extremal for problem A)

these functions are identical apart from a constant factor of

modulus one. Hence we deduce, from (1) and 3«2 (6) :

(2) k^(^,?) = KU,K) TT ^. 1 -
m=l (_

|K(a„,^)I'm 1

n K(a^,aj KU,K)

Moreover, one deduces by the same reasoning as 3«2(Ij.)

i K(z,^) K(z,z^) ... K(z,z^)
i

;
K(z^,i:) K(z^,z^) ... K(z^,z^)

j

(3) k^(z,^)
K(z^,^) K(2^,z^) ... K(z^,z^)

I

K(z2,zJ
I

• . .K(z^,z^)

K(z2>Ztl) • •

....
K(z ,z ) , . .

n i K(v^'
:

Substituting z=^ and comparing vith (2) gives an interesting

determinant identity (which could also be proved algebraically

by simple transformations, using 3»2(ii).) ''^e sea from (3),

since k (^,?) is given as the quotient of two Gram determinants,

that k iK,K) is the square of the distance d from K^(z) to the

linear manifold spanned by K„ (z), • . .
' (z). Hence

a^ ^_
2 In

Theorem 3 d is given by the right side of (2). Consequently,

the necessary and sufficient condition on an infinite sequence

"^ a ( that there exist a function in H (equivalently : a
L m J

function in B) vanishing on the sequence ' a^
,

but not identi-

cally. Is
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\Msi^,K)\
m' ^^

< 05 • This condition holds for some i^ e J -^

K(a ,a )

m' in

if and only If It holds for every 5.

\l» Concludinp; Pemarks

It would be of interest to obtain an analogous theory for a

multiply-connected region. If we consider a sequent igl Illlbert

space a i ,-co<n<aD the norm of a sequence being
L n j

^ laJ2 2
defined by (

'.
' ) , and study closed subsps.ces

n=-oo cosh (2n+l) 5

invari^int with respect to both left "nd right shifts, the equiv-

alent function-theoretic problem is thnt of closed Invari-int

subspaces (in the sense of the present p^per) of Ep(- -) where -^ -

^ 6 e

is the annulus e ^ < |z| < e , Ep denoting the Hiltert space

normed by means of square integral with respect to rrc length

around the boundary. In cases of higher connectivity, there

seems to be no simple interpretation In term? of "shift operators".

In the cnse of the nnnulus, the invariant subspace consisting

of all functions vanishing at some point a consists of all

multiples of a function Lv.^(z) whose modulus is constant on each

boimdary component (the constants being different). This function

cj(z) is uniquely determined, apart from a constant factor, as

the Riemann mapping function of the annulus on a unit disk from

which a suitable concentric circul-^r arc hris been removed, such

that ^O (a) = 0. (cf. Golusin [51, P* ^21). This sug'^ests a
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possible "Beurling factorization" in the multiply connected case

the "inner functions", carriers of the "zeroes", are bounded

functions vith (in general different) constant modulus on e^ch

boundary component, ^"'e have not, however, been able to prove

this. To attack it by the methods of the present paper requires

that the conclusion in axiom A6 be replaced by : f-(t) g (t) -

f (t) g^Ct) is constant a.e. on e?ch boundary component.

One then obtains, analogous to 2.(1), functional equations

connecting the r.k. of H and of S, but we have been unable to

extract the desired information from these equations.
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Footnotes

"Presented to the American Mathematical Society meeting in
I'lashington D.C., Jan. 196l« This research vjas pprti^lly supported
by Contract I;onr-2S5(Ij6) •

Lax and severnl other authors consider also extensions to opera-
tor-valued functions. Other proofs of Beurling's theorem have
been published by Halmos [6], Helson and Lovdenslager [7] and
Rovnyak [10]«

On p« 168 of [8] P. Lax remarks "observe the curious skev
symmetry in the dependence of B on p, and z displayed by formula
(2.7 )"• T'e wish to point out that this is a consequence of the
identity B (z) = K ^ (z) where K is the reproducing kernel of

the Paley-viener Hilbert space; Lax's B (z) is not defined in

terms of a reproducing property but in terms of orthogonal
projection of the exponential function, which is readily seen to
imply this relationship T.rith the r»k«

VJhen K is the Szego kernel, the right side of (8) reduces to

K(a,a) .
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